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Mapigano

Mapigano is a player character played by Readlliea.

Mapigano
Species & Gender: Anthro male

Year of Birth: YE 20
Organization: n/a
Occupation: former illegal underground fighter

Rank: fighter
Current Placement: n/a

Preferred Plots:

UNS Empress1.

Physical Description

Standing at 5ft 10, Mapigano is a rather thick and burly looking anthro. Not only is he covered in a great
deal of thick heavy fur, his body has a lot of natural muscle, further adding to his bulky form that looks a
bit out of place.Even his opposable digits are thick in size, making it clear that the large claws they sport
was the main function rather than using items; course he can still pick up things and such, he might just
have some trouble. While being a type of canine anthro, he merely refers to himself as a dog anthro with
no exact breed, making him more styled like a mutt. Various scars cover his body of all shapes and sizes,
some from claw marks and dull weapons during his four years in the pits.

In terms of his fur, he sports a reddish brown for most of his pelt; slightly mahogany in color. From the
top of his head and down his back, all the way to his tail is dark brown. However from his head down his
back, it is tipped with black at the end of the dark brown hairs, this stops just before his tail. His arms
have a sock marking, his left arm is brown while the right one is cream. The creamy color returns on his
facial markings around his muzzle, two dot like markings on his forehead, inside of his ears, and down his
neck to his chest. The brown is also appears for his eyebrows and his eyelids with some of the fur under
his eyes sharing it as well as his stomach down. The cream of his face has some black at the ends of it as
well.

Personality

Mapigano doesn't see a point in sugar coating it, though that doesn't mean he'll speak his mind all the
time. Often, he keeps himself quiet and likes to see how things go. Once in a while putting in a comment.
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History

Mapigano was born in YE 1 originally, however his previous life has long ended and as he cared not to
remember any of the things of old when he was transferred to a new body. Resulting in a brand new start
for a man who had gotten into his own fair share of trouble. There was also that desire to leave things
behind, to fade away from Yamatai and to become something else; course fate wouldn't have him go
through this and not throw a curveball. The procedure went well, his anthro body was random save for it
being a canine dog but it was no distinct breeding for the canine. A mutt. The reason for him wanting
something random for looks and size, he didn't want to know what he would look like so he wouldn't feel
out of place in his new skin as the memory wipe would take place before it.

It went without any problems, he felt comfortable in the new body and took up the name Mapigano.
Leaving everything else behind as he boarded a ship and headed towards random planets. Unable to
settle on some different planet, he jumped from planet to planet as he found himself turning into a
nomad more than anything. He went about and stayed there for a few days at most, maybe a month
before he moved onward. However, one back water planet was enough to pull him back into something
familiar. During a round of gambling in a bar, Mapigano had managed to piss off Dale Paledri and it
resulted in the anthro being sedated during the ensuing fight.

Skills Learned

Optional section. Mapigano has the following notable skills:

Hand to hand combat; has claws and fangs to help with it.
Enhanced senses (That of a canine)
C
S
E

Social Connections

MAPIGANO name is connected to:

Dale Paledri (Owner of illegal fighting ring)
Unknown(Mother)
unknown

Inventory & Finance

Mapigano has

One shock collar
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1 pair of slate grey pants
1 large dark blue coat
1 nail file

Mapigano currently has 000 KS.

OOC Information

In the case readlliea becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Mapigano
Character Owner Readlliea
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
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